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Nothing is as it should be After weeks of boredom, Andi is excited when the Surveyor is called upon

to rescue a freighter that mysteriously vanished in uncharted space. Excitement quickly turns to

unease when the ship encounters an unknown phenomenonâ€”a cloud that appears not to exist. But

with the freighter's crew in danger, the Surveyor has no choice but to venture into unknown territory.

As soon as they enter the cloud, its unstable effects wreak havoc on the ship. They're flying blind.

Every piece of equipment is malfunctioning. And every member of the crew is unable to think

straight or act like themselvesâ€”except Andi. Now she's expected to guide them through the

predicament with no previous command experience and no one to turn to for support. And with each

passing hour, it becomes clear that if they don't escape the cloud soonâ€”they won't escape it at all.
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Age Appropriate For: 13 and up for mildly disturbing plotBest for Ages: 13 and upI have missed Andi

and the rest so much. Grace, please do not make me wait so long again! Seriously though, I have

been so excited to read the next part of this book, as I am for every book. I pre-ordered it and then

had to listen to it on my Kindle one day as I worked on my blog.This story has a lot more of a classic

sci-fi feel to it, with a cloud that causes weird things to happen. It felt like some of the Star Trek

episodes, only better, more grounded in science, and with faith to balance everything out.I love how

Andi reacts to everything she goes through. Even though she is the hero, she struggles a lot with

emotions and fear. She plain doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t want to do some things. She is a character that I think



a lot of girls can relate to as well as admire. Perhaps it was a subtle message of the story, but her

willingness to do the right thing, even when it wasnÃ¢Â€Â™t what she wanted to do, was shown in a

powerful way.There were a couple of moments in this book where things were a bit creepy and

could be disturbing for some very sensitive readers. However, I thought they were handled well and

added to the strength and believability of the story.This was a strong, powerful, and exciting

installment in the Firmament series. My big complaint? It left me really needing the next book in the

series. I am going to be bugging the author until the next book is out, as I really need to know what

happens.I highly recommend this to those who enjoy sci-fi, reluctant heroes, and strong writing.

Pennington once again shows herself a master of maintaining the pressure. Nothing is easy, and

nothing works as expected for the hapless crew of the Surveyor. I enjoyed the ride.Weak points

included minor plot contrivances, fuzzy motivation, and some face-palming errors of grammar and

usage. These all added up to one star off, but won't keep me from eagerly anticipating the next

book.

While reading Reversal Zone, I felt like I went on an amazing adventure through outer space. It's

definitely an original story you won't hear anywhere else, and I have to say, it's rather compelling.I

love the interesting plot choice here, about a freighter that goes missing in a white cloud. Even while

the clarity of the situation becomes foggier once the Surveyor enters the white cloud on a rescue

mission, it becomes clearer that Andi is even more special than the rest of the crew suspected. She

may just be the one to save them all, if she has the strength to persevere. Twenty-one-year-old Andi

extends herself beyond what she thought she was capable of it. How will this affect her? How it it

affect the radialloy in her body, or the underlying disease she has carried since birth? (The plot

posed a lot of similar questions for me while I read the book!)I also like how you really get to know

the entire crew all the better in this volume. Or rather, to be cryptic, you get to know what they're

not, and thusly, who they truly are. (Yeah, the whole story is a bit enigmatic like that too, and sooo

worth reading!)The action and unique events kept happening, keeping me intrigued about what

could possibly happen next. There are definitely some surprise twists in there!An awesome (and

clean) sci-fi adventure. Christian families especially will enjoy it.

It's been too long since I've gotten to rave about a Firmament book -- far too long. Two years,

Grace! How has it been two years? Sure we got the very awesome Implant in between, which I read

in a single day in the middle of building a basement, but I've missed Andi and the gang. Finally I've



gotten to see them again. I stayed up late reading....And there was the time, well.... I was on break

at work and I was like "hey, I have a kindle app. I have wifi. I'm going to download it and read."

Thankfully I had the self control to stop reading when my break was over, because even though I

work at a library and we're all about books, I really don't think that would have gone over well. So

the book.Radialloy will always be special as my first encounter with Grace's work and In His Image

is special because ELASSON! but Reversal Zone was awesome and a worthy continuation of the

series. It never quite went in (bonus points if you know what I'm referencing) how the reversal zone

worked scientifically, but compared to some of the stuff on Doctor Who, it was totally believable (and

I'm a Whovian, so I can say that). Plus, Grace pulled it off well. She's too good a writer not to. I

guess you could say it was just more sci-fi than previous installments.My wonderful friends on the

Surveyor hurt my heart. Only Andi is normal. Only Andi can save them. Only Andi can really do

anything. Which means all the others aren't even acting like themselves. Which is so hard to see.

I'm not one of those crazy August fangirls, but I do really like him as Andi's brother, and I hated to

see sweet, gentle August act like that. And the Doctor. And Trent. Trent's behavior was strange. But

Guilders was strangest. Especially now that I understand he was inspired by Spock, his

development in this book...wow. And Crash. I'd better not say too much about Crash.Of course, it

wouldn't be a Firmament book without some sort of mystery. Someone has been sabotaging things

and with everyone acting so strange, it could be anyone for any reason. Of course, I can't say who it

is because spoilers, but I wasn't really expecting it, and it hurt. And that. ending. How could that

happen? They weren't prepared for that! And how are they going to deal with the aftermath of the

outcome? Grace, I need to know what happens next!Don't think because it hurt my heart that that's

a bad thing. That's actually a very, very good thing. I'm very invested in these characters and their

stories, and I feel their pain when things don't go well. Of course things don't go well -- what kind of

a book would it be if they did? I HAD to know what happened next. I HAD to know what was causing

everyone to act so strange. I HAD to know if it would turn out all right in the end. And I loved it. I

even loved the feels it caused. (because fangirls like feels, obviously.)In short, Grace's books are

always fantastic, and if you haven't read them yet, you're really missing out. So get yourself over to 

and start reading the Firmament series by J. Grace Pennington. And don't forget to read the bonus

prologues and epilogues on FirmamentSeries.com.
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